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A STOCHASTIC ROUNDOFF ERROR ANALYSIS
FOR THE CONVOLUTION

DANIELA CALVETTI

Abstract. We study the accuracy of an algorithm which computes the convo-

lution via Radix-2 fast Fourier transforms. Upper bounds are derived for the

expected value and the variance of the accompanying linear forms in terms of

the expected value and variance of the relative roundoff errors for the elemen-

tary operations of addition and multiplication. These results are compared with

the corresponding ones for two algorithms computing the convolution directly,

via Homer's sums and using cascade summation, respectively.

1. Introduction

In this paper we use a statistical model of error propagation to derive bounds

on the first-order approximation of the absolute roundoff error of the algorithm

that computes the convolution product of two vectors via Radix-2 fast Fourier

transform (FFT). Circular convolution (CC) is a fundamental computational

tool in many different fields where repeated computations of convolution prod-

ucts of large vectors are needed. One such example is the implementation of

the class of digital filters which have an impulse response of finite duration.

The output samples of such filters are obtained from the results of convolution

products of the filter impulse response—the kernel—and sections of the input.

Owing to the dimensions of the vectors involved and to the need for repeated

computations, the direct evaluation of the convolution product is usually pro-

hibitively expensive [8]. While some studies of the rounding error for the fast
Fourier transform can be found in the literature (see [2, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14]), the

issue of the numerical stability of circular convolution is only briefly addressed

in [6].
In the present paper we compare the numerical stability of circular convolu-

tion using a unitary scaled Radix-2 FFT with the accuracy of two algorithms

which compute the convolution directly.

The model of error propagation employed, based on the usual assumptions

of floating-point arithmetic, is both linear and stochastic. The model is linear

in the sense that the absolute global errors are approximated by the first-order

terms of the Taylor expansion in local relative errors. It is stochastic in the sense

that the local relative errors are regarded as random variables, independently
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and identically distributed (i.i.d.) for each elementary operation in which they

arise. This method of analysis makes it possible to measure the error in the

final output by its statistical properties, i.e., its expected value and variance,

rather than in worst-case terms, thus yielding more realistic bounds on the size

of the error. In fact, the relative errors are random variables taking on values at

most as large as the constant em used in worst-case estimates. Therefore, their

expected value is smaller than Em or, in any case, not larger. It is common

practice in stochastic roundoff error analyses to assume that the relative errors

have zero mean, leaving to the root mean square the task of measuring the size

of the error. In this paper we do not adopt the zero mean assumption for the

relative errors in order to take into consideration the case where the expected

value of the relative errors for different operations are different and not equal

to zero. The statistical properties of the final output will depend in turn on the

distributional properties of the local errors arising in elementary operations.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe the model of roundoff

error propagation used and the method of error analysis used. Section 3 con-

tains the mathematical results which make it possible to use the FFT for the

computation of the convolution. In §4 we describe the three algorithms and
we derive their accompanying linear forms, estimating their expected value and

variance. In §5 we discuss the results of some numerical experiments testing

the validity of the bounds found in §4.

2. Assumptions and methodology

The floating-point representation of a real number x ^ 0 in the machine M

is of the form
x = ±mbl,

where b is the base of the machine, / is an integer such that -L < I < U,
and the mantissa m is a T-digit number in base b such that b~x < m < 1 .

Let x and y be elements of Rm , the finite and discrete set of floating-point

representations of the reals in the machine M, and let / be an elementary

operation. The machine M will compute /(x, y)A, which is in Rm , where

fix,y)A = fix,y)il+e)

with \e\ < Sm , the constant Em depending only on M. The quantity e is the

local relative error associated with the operation /. Equivalently,

r = f(x,y)A-fjx,y)
f(x,y)

The algorithms that we are going to examine start with a set of data, the

entries of the two vectors to be convoluted, and produce a set of intermediate

results, tx, ... ,tk, such that

tk = fk(t\, ■■■ , tk_x ; Xo, ... , x„_i ; yo, ... , yn-\),

where fk is an elementary operation which operates on at most two of the

values tx, ... ,tk_x;xo, ... , xn-X ;y0, ... , yn-\ • Since in computation each

data value x¡, y¡ is replaced by its machine representation, Xj, y¡, and each tj

by its computed value tj , if Ek is the local relative error for the kib operation,

then

tk = fk(tA, ■■■ , 4_x ; xo,... , x„_, ;y0, ■■■ , 3>«-i)(l +£k)-
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In the present paper we assume that the initial data are machine numbers, hence

our roundoff error analysis does not take into account the effect of rounding

the initial data on the accuracy of the output. We will also assume that in

the course of the calculation we do not have any problems with underflow or

overflow. Since the elementary operations in the algorithms to be considered

are differentiable, we can write for each component of tA

tA = tk+XkiE) + Oi\\E\\2).

The Xks, homogeneous linear functions of the local errors e = (ex, ... , ek),

are known as the accompanying linear forms of the algorithm [10, 11]. The first-

order absolute errors for the intermediate and final results of the algorithms to

be considered are completely described by these forms. Since \ek\ < Em , it

follows that

\tAk-tk\<\Xk(EM)\ + 0(E2M),

from which worst-case type error bounds can be derived.

In the present work we assume that the local relative errors e, are random

variables with given distributions. The distributional properties of the first-

order approximation of the absolute global error can be estimated by computing

the expected value and variance of the accompanying linear forms in terms of

the corresponding parameters for the local errors.

The main results of this paper are the bounds on E(Xa) and E(Xm) for the

output of the circular convolution in terms of the expected values of the relative

roundoff errors for the elementary operations of addition and multiplication. In

the course of the rounding error analysis of the circular convolution we utilize

the results of a similar type of analysis for the Radix-2 fast Fourier transform

[2]. The bounds for the expected value and variance of the contribution to

the linear approximation of the absolute roundoff error coming from additions

and multiplications for the Radix-2 fast Fourier transform are functions of the

expected values and variances of the relative rounding errors for addition and

multiplication, pa , a2, pm , o^ , respectively.

3. The convolution

If x = {xk} and y = {yk} are two sequences in the space n„ of sequences

of complex numbers which are periodic with period n and infinite in both

directions, their convolution product is defined to be the sequence z = x * y in

n„ such that
1    "~l

(1) zk = — • / , xmyk_m .
n   *—'

m=0

Each component of z is the sum of n products; since n such components

need to be computed, the cost of direct calculation of the convolution product

according to (1) amounts to n2 complex multiplications.

The following theorem shows how the convolution product can be expressed

in terms of Fourier transforms.

Theorem 1. The discrete Fourier transform, i, of the convolution product of two

n-dimensional vectors x and y is a scalar multiple of the componentwise product

of their discrete Fourier transforms, that is,

(2) z = «(ñDy),
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where O indicates componentwise product and w is the discrete Fourier trans-

form of one period of w, for w = x, y, z, defined as follows:

.        1   "-'
Wi      Jn

k=0
Jl

2nijk\1     v^ I      ¿ll l IK.   \
—¡= >   Wj exp-
^to V       n    )

Proof. See [5].

Let n = 2l and Wj be an n x n block diagonal matrix of the form

h   Dj

h  -Dj
'     \/2 Ij Dj

h    -Di'j      "i.

where I¡ is the 2>~x x2-/_1 identity matrix and D¡ is the 27_1 x2;_1 diagonal

matrix with entries

2ni(p-l)2'-J
Dj(p, p) = exp I-

Corollary 2. If n is a power of 2, then

(3) z = x*y=^(Fn)((F„x)n(Fny)).,

where F„ is the matrix F„ = Wr-Wx, F„ is its conjugate transpose, and D

is the componentwise product.

Proof. If n is a power of 2, n = 2l, the discrete Fourier transform of an n-

dimensional vector z can be computed via the Radix-2 FFT algorithm, that

is,

z= Wr--Wxz.

From Theorem 1 it follows that

Fnz=l-((Fnx)U(Fny)).

Since the matrix F„ = Wr-Wx is invertible and (T^)-1 = F„ , we have

z = x*y= -Fn(FnxnFny).    D

The convolution product performed according to (3) requires three Fourier

transforms and n complex multiplications. Since the computational cost of

each Radix-2 FFT is only \ • n log2 n complex multiplications, the computa-

tional cost of the circular convolution can be reduced to (| • log2 n + 1 ) • n com-

plex multiplications. The scalar multiplication by £ is not taken into account

because it just amounts to a shift in the exponent in the binary representation

of the number.

4. Accompanying linear forms

In this section we compute the accompanying linear forms for three algo-

rithms which compute the convolution product, and we obtain bounds for the

mean and the variance of these forms.
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We start with the accompanying linear forms for the algorithm which com-

putes the convolution directly using Homer's sums. To compute recursively

1   "~l

zk = --J2xmyk_m,        k = 0, ...,«- 1,
m=0

we define the intermediate components

p

zk,p^S£Jxmyk_m,        k = 0, ... , n- 1,

m=0

for p = 0, ... , n - 1. Theoretically,

P+i

zk,o — xoyk , zk,p+\ = / , xmyk_m .

m=0

Hence, for p = 0, ... , n - 2 and k = 0, ... , n - 1,

(4) zk,P+\ = zk,p +xp+xyk-p-X.

In computation, if we denote by z the floating-point representation of z and

by (xopy)A the computed value of xopy, we have

zk,0 - (XO 'yk)   , zk,p+\ — (zk,p + (Xp+\yk-p-X)  )   .

Therefore, for each k and p ,

zk,p+\ = (zk,p + xp+iyk-p-X(l +itk<p+l))(l +aktP+l)

(5) = Zk,p'{l+otk,p+\)

+ {Xp+\yk-p-\ +xp+xyk-p-X7iktP+x) • (l +ak,p+x).

If we let

Xk,p+X = zk,p+\ — zk,p+\ >

then from (5) we have, to first-order terms in the local errors,

zk,p+\ + Xk,p+[ = zk,p + Xk,p + zk,pO-k,p+\ +Xp+lVyt_p_l

+ xp+xyk-p-XaktP+x +Xp+Xyk_p-Xnkp+X.

From (4) we obtain the following recurrence relation for the accompanying
linear forms:

(6) XkyP+x = kk<p + xp+xyk-p-Xnkp+x + zk,p+xakyP+x .

Since the linear forms in (6) can be decomposed as

Xk,p = (Xa)k,p + (Xm)k>p

to account separately for the contributions from additions and multiplications,
we have

(7) {to)k,p+\ = (Xa)ktP + zk,p+xak,p+x

and

(8) {Mn)k,P+\ = (¿m)k,p + Xp+iyk-p-iiik>p+i.

The initial conditions for the difference equations (7) and (8) are

(Xa)ky0 = 0   and   (Xm)kt0 = x0yk7io.
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It immediately follows that

1 "-1
{to)k,n-\ = -J2zk,il

n *—'
1=1

and

1 "_1
(Xm)ky„_x = -^xq-yk_q.nk.

iOik,i

q=0

Under the assumption that the a¿)f's are i.i.d. with mean pa and variance

<T2, we derive the following bounds on the expected value of the accompanying

linear form for addition:

(9)

.        n-\ .        n—\   I   i

|£((Aß)jt,«-l)| < -rLaY.zk,i = -rCaY¿     XX-^"
i=\ 1=1   \q=0

<Paj [n+l -"J IMIoollylloo.

Under the assumption that the nkj'$ are i.i.d. with mean pm and variance

a2,, we have the following bounds for the expected value of (Xm)k n_x :

(10)
1      ""'

|£((A/n)*,n-l)| < 'Um J2 \Xqyk-q\ < /¿mW*00     J     00

9=0

The bounds on the variance of (Xa)kn_x and (A m )kj„-X are as follows:

2
i

q=0

1
n-\

i=\

(11)        var^a)*,,,.,)^^

and

(12)

n~„]

1
«-i

loo IIJ IIoovar((Aw)/tiB_i) < ^ycr2 ^ ^k-q? < 0¿||x||

9=1

An alternative method to compute the convolution directly is to perform a

cascade summation. Let

zoj = xjyk„j

for j = 0, ... , n - 1 , and

zq,2ij — zq-\,2ij + zq-\ ,2«7+2«-'

for q = 1, ... , I and 7 = 0,..., 2l~q - 1 . In computation,

zq , 2ij + Xq , 2«j = [izq- 1, 2i j + Xq- | _ 2<,j)

+ izq-\,2ij+2i-' +^-?-l,2«7+2'-|)](l +aq.j)

= zq,2«j + Xq-X t2«j + Xq_x ,217+2«-' + zq,2«jaq,j ■

Therefore, the accompanying linear forms Xq^¡  must satisfy the difference

equation

(13) Xq , 2«j — Xq-\, 2nj + Xq_ 1 _ 2«y+2«-1 + zq , 2«jL■q.J
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subject to the initial condition Xqj = Xjyk_j7tj. If we separate the contribu-

tions to global errors from the operations of addition and multiplication, we

find that
.  2«-l

(Xm)qt2ij = — /] x2«j+iyk-([2<ij+i)n2<ij+i.

1=0

Therefore, the expected contribution to global roundoff error from multiplica-

tion in the ktb entry of x * y is

. 2«-l

\E(Xm)\ < -pm Y\ \x¡yk-i\ < ju«||x||n      t—' looMJ ||oo

1=0

Consider now the contribution to global error from additions. From (13) it

follows that
j    «   2«-l

(Xa)q^¡ = -¿2z2 zi,2"j+iai,2"j.
¡=1   j=0

Since
2'-l

2i, 2i j = 2^i Z0,2«7+/ j

/=0

we have
j     q   2«-l   h'-l \

(Xa)q<2„j = - Y Y [Y zo,2ij+p I <*/,2ij ■
i=l  j=0   \p=0 J

The expected value of the contribution to roundoff error from addition in each

entry of the output is therefore bounded by

j q   2'-l

\E(Xa)\ <~PaYY 2'llXlloo||y||oo < log2 /I/iflllxllooHylloo •
(=1   7=0

Under the assumption that the relative errors introduced at each step are inde-

pendent, we have the following bounds for the variance of the roundoff error

in each entry of the output:

1        '  2'~'-1 (2k-x \      1

var(Xa) = ^¡Y   Y      Y zo,Vr+s    < -log2«ffa2||x||^||y||^
k=i    r=0     \ 5=0 /

and

/    2/_*-I   /2*-l
1    , v^   v^   1 v^ I      " + 1

var(Am) = -^o2mY  Y      Y zo,2*(2r+i)+J    < —¡¡r°l,\\x\\ooIIMloo •

k=\     r=0     \ J=0

We now turn our attention to the accompanying linear forms for the algo-

rithm that computes the convolution via Radix-2 FFT's. In computation,

z=^[[Fn((F„x)A0(Fny)A)]A]A

= ^[Fn[(Fnx)An(Fny)Anií + 7tn)]]A.
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Since iFnx)A = F„x + fkx and iFny)A = F„y + Fky , where Fkw is the accom-

panying linear form for the Radix-2 FFT of w, and

(Fniyy))A = Fni^) + jkw,

where jkw is the accompanying linear form for the inverse Radix-2 FFT of w,

it follows that

Z = - • F„[(x + Fkx) D (y + Fky) D (1 + «„)] + - • FA(iDy)

= - -F„(xDy) + - -F„[(xDfAy +yDf/x + xDyD7T„)] + - TA(iDy)

by the linearity of the FFT. Therefore, since the accompanying linear forms for

the convolution via Radix-2 FFT are defined by

CAZ = Z      Z ,

it follows that

ckz = - .Fn[ixDFky + ynFkx + xnynnn)] + - -jrkiknf).
n n   r

Since the accompanying linear forms can be decomposed as

k = ka + km,

we have that

(14) ¿ka)z = --Fn[xnFika)y + ynFika)x] + - T (Aa)(iDy)

and

(15) dkm)z = -■F„[ixaFikm)y+fnFikm)x + xnynn„)] + -'jikm){iDy).

The derivation of the accompanying linear forms for the Radix-2 FFT with

scalar factor ¿ instead of -4j can be found in [2]. Although the derivation of

ka and km is not affected by rescaling, the infinity norm of the intermediate

results changes, therefore the estimates for the expected value and variance of

the global error change. For each k = 1, ... , I we have, with the scalar -4= ,

||z*||oo < V^Hz^lloo,

where zk is the intermediate result at the A:th step. From [2] it follows that

1-2

Fka, = £»}••■ Wk+xizkUak) + W,iz,_x Da,_,) + (z/Da,).

k=\

Since each element of the matrix W has exactly two nonzero entries, each one

of absolute value -4= , for each entry of \EiFXa¡)\ we have

\EiFka,)\ < (¿2C-*)/2 • 2^+"/2 + v^- 2C-1)/2 + 21'2) /^MU

= ((2- 2y¡2)\fh~ + \Í2~ñ.log2n)ßa\\x\\
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Similarly, from a simple modification of the results of [2] it follows that

1-2

f Am, = Y Wi' *- wk+\$>kDz/c-1 a»k)
fc=i

+ íT/(b/_1Dz/_2Ü«/_i)-l-(b/Dz/_1Dír/).

Therefore, for each entry of \E(Fkm¡)\ we have

|£(fAm/)| < \ (J] 2il~k)/2 • 2k/2 + 21/2 • 2(/~2)/2 + 2(/"1)/2>) ̂Hxlloo

(17) 2 \k=o J
1

2

The bounds for the entries of the covariance matrix of the global error for the

particular Radix-2 FFT considered here can be found by utilizing the results of

[2]. In particular, since

coyFka, = o2\Y^r--m+iZ2Wk^x.-.W/ + WlZ2_xW/ + zA ,

where Z2 is the n x n diagonal matrix such that

Zfid, d) = izjid))2,

we have for each entry of the matrix cov Fka¡

coviFka¡)ij

(18) < (^'-V'2 - 22^+1>/2 • 2('-fc'/2 + 2'/2 • 2C-1)/2 • 2'/2 + 2l) o¡\\x\t

= i2nlog2n-3n + nxf2)(T2a\\x\\lc.

Similarly, since

covf km, = \a2m (¿>, • •• Wk+xZ2_xWk'+x -W/+ W,Z2_2W¡ + Z2_x J ,

it follows that, for each entry of the matrix coviFkm¡),

(19) |cov(fAm,)|,7 < \ • (2nlog2n- 3n + \Í2n)o2m||x||^ .

We now compute the bounds for the expected value and variance of the

accompanying linear forms for the circular convolution. From (14) it follows

that, for each entry of E(c(ka)z), we have

|£(c(Aa)z)| < X-[2^Phi^2n • log2 n + (2 - 2v^)>/w)]/ia||x||0O||y||0O

(20) + \W2n~ - log2 n + (2 - 2V/2)^]«/ia||x||0o||y||oo

= 3[\/2n(log2« + (2 - 2v/2)v/«)]/iû||x||00||y||00 .

Similarly, from (15) it follows that, for each element of E(c(km)z), we have

(21) \E(c(km)z)\ < v^[|(log2« + n/2 - 2) + lMxIUIyll«, .
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In order to find bounds for the variance of the components of the vectors

c(Aa)z and c(Am)z, that is, for the diagonal entries of their covariance matrices,

we express the accompanying linear forms in matrix notation:

:(Aa)z = -(Fn   7„
(Dx   Dy    0

\ 0      0

FÍka)y
FÍka)x

,f(Aa)^Gy,

' F(km)y

F(km)x

tin

-ji^xDy-

where Dw  is the n x n diagonal matrix with the entries of the vector w =

x, y, xDy on the main diagonal. Then

.(Am) Up.n
j.fDx   Dy   D(xDy)    07"j ^ 0      0 0 7„

cov(f(Aa), èî(Fn     !n)

X cov

Fika)y

fika)x

_j (Aa)jtDj).

Dx   Dy    0

0 0       In

Dx    0
Dy    0
0

and

cov(f(Am)z) = -jiFn   I„)
n¿

Dx   Dy   DxUy
0      0 0

/,,

u
■Fikm)y     i r    Dx       0]

F (Am), Dy        0    \T'n
nn DixUy)    0     [ l„

-f(Am)iGj)-J  L      0 7„.
Under the assumption that the components of the vectors of the local relative
errors coming from addition and multiplication at each step of the computation

of x, y, and x D y are independent, the matrices

>(Am)v

cov

F(ka)y

F(ka)x

.7f(Aa)Äny.

and   cov
F(km)x

j(km)x0y

are block diagonal of the form

cov
f(Aa)v

f(*&)x

.7r(Aa)¿n_p

cov(F(ka)y)

cov(F(ka)x)

covMAa^n,

and

cov

FÍkm)y

FÍkm)x

nn

-jikm)xay

co\(F(km)y)

cov(f (Am)

°mh
covMAm^n,

respectively. Therefore,

1
cov(c(Aa)2) = -2{FnDxcoyiFika)y)DxFn

+ FnDycoviFika)x)DyFn + cov^Aa^n.v)}
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cov(c(Am)z) = —¿{F „Dx co\iFikm)y)DxF „ + F „Dy coviFikm)x)DyF „

+ <jiiFnDixDy)Dixny)F'n) + covijikm)xDy)}.

and

1
n

j. rr2 t"W nívnffln/vnílr'íxmv

Since each entry of cov(f kax) is bounded in absolute value by

2«(log2«-3« + v/«>2||x||2X),

we have for each entry of the matrix cov(c(Aa)z)

(24) |covWAa)z),7|<3(2«log2«-3« + v^K2||x||2^||y||200.

Similarly, from (20) it follows that, for each entry of cov(c(Am)z), we have

1
|cov(c(Am)z)¡7| < n - • 2(2« log2 « - 3« + V2n~)n¿fj2llxll2 llvll2"m Halloo IIJIloo

(25)

+ ¿«2ff«WLlly|lL

1
+ ^

n-
-(2n log2 n - 3« + \Í2n~) <4ll*üy||î,ll 2

oc

< i -(2/1 log2 n - In + \[2n) + 11 a,2|lx||Ll|y||L

5. Numerical experiments

In order to test numerically the consistency of the results of our roundoff error

analysis for the circular convolution using a unitary Radix-2 FFT with the errors

actually observed in computations, we generated, for each / = 5,6,...,10,

a total of 3000 pairs of «-dimensional vectors, with n = 21, with the real

and imaginary parts independent random variables from the uniform [0,1]
distribution. Each component was then rounded to eight significant digits and

the circular convolution was computed twice, once with the results of each

operation rounded to eight digits, and once with all operations performed in

double precision. The output vectors were compared componentwise, and the

absolute error in each component was calculated. The infinity norms of the

sample mean and sample variance for the different values of « are listed in

Table 1 (see next page).

The /oo norm of the mean and variance of the global error is a somewhat

conservative measure of the error affecting the output, in the sense that it mea-

sures the largest sample mean and sample variance of the global error affecting

each individual component of the output. In order to provide, in addition, an

overall measure of the mean and variance of the global error in the output, we

list in Table 2 (see next page) the l2 norms of the mean and variance of the

global error. Notice that the l2 norms are much smaller than the corresponding

loo norms, because instead of looking for the largest entry we average all entries

over the full vector.

The slow growth of the infinity norm of the variance and expected value of

the global error predicted by the analysis are confirmed by the numerical experi-

ment, at least when the data has real and imaginary parts uniformly distributed
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Table 1. /^ norm of the mean and variance of the global

error for circular convolution. Sample size = 3000.

« mean variance

32 9.17E-8 8.78E-17

64 8.60E-8 5.00E-17

128 1.02E-7 1.78E-17

256 2.92E-7 1.49E-17

512 5.48E-7 2.31E-16

1024 4.05E-7 1.48E-16

Table 2. l2 norm of the mean and variance of the global

error for circular convolution. Sample size = 3000.

« mean variance

32 1.68E-8 1.88E-17

64 1.13E-8 1.48E-17

128 9.27E-9 1.92E-18

256 2.01E-8 1.30E-17

512 3.79E-8 1.23E-17

1024 1.33E-8 2.54E-18

in the interval [0, 1]. More specifically, the ratio of the bounds for the expected

error for two successive values of / is of the order of \/2(/ + 1 )//, not far from

the ratios of the corresponding sample means. The overall trend observed in

the numerical experiments is that of a slow growth of both mean and variance

of the global error. The occasional reduction of either parameter as / increases

can be attributed to the characteristics of the particular sample selected.

Theoretical and numerical estimates of the expected value for the relative

error for addition and multiplication of floating-point numbers uniformly dis-

tributed in [0,1] suggested that their values are approximately b~'~x and

b~2', respectively. In view of this observation, the value of the sample mean

for the error in circular convolution at « = 32 is very close to the theoretical

bound, which is approximately 1.02//a||x||oo||y||oc .

In order to compare the accuracy of the circular convolution with the accu-

racy of an algorithm which evaluates the convolution directly, we computed the

convolution of the same pairs of vectors used to test the accuracy of circular
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Table 3. /<» norm of the mean and variance of the global

error for direct convolution. Sample size = 3000.

n        mean variance

32 4.67E-8 2.85E-17

64 6.94E-8 4.66E-17

128 2.81E-7 1.77E-16

256 4.36E-7 2.86E-17

512 1.45E-6 2.27E-15

Table 4. l2 norm of the mean and variance of the global

error for direct convolution. Sample size = 3000.

«        mean variance

32 8.97E-9 7.25E-18

64 9.35E-9 1.06E-17

128 2.69E-8 1.98E-17

256 2.98E-8 2.31E-17

512 3.69E-7 1.29E-16

convolution by means of a cascade summation. The /^ and l2 norms of the

sample mean and sample variance of the global error, with 7 = 5,6,7,8,9,

are listed in Tables 3 and 4.
On first sight the entries in Table 3 seem to disagree with the theoretical

bound for the expected error, which is approximately log2 «/¿allxHooHylloo , since

the /qc norm of the sample mean grows at a rate larger than (/+1 )//. The value

of pa , however, is a function of the numbers being added together, hence as

the size of the vector increases the interval containing all terms added together

becomes larger, thus yielding a larger value for pa .

A comparison of the values of the expected value and variance of the global

error listed in Tables 1 and 3 suggests that the faster algorithm is as accurate as

the one computing the convolution via cascade summations. We conclude by

pointing out that the amount of work required by the two algorithms, 0(n2)

flops for the direct calculation versus 0(n log2 «) for the circular convolution,

together with the results of our error analysis point to the circular convolution

using a unitary Radix-2 FFT as the algorithm of choice.
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